Chinese Culture is Burgeoning in Montgomery Community

On June 1, 2015, teachers from Confucius Institute at Troy University Montgomery Campus organized paper-cutting-themed culture event, one of the serial events, at E.L.Lowders Library in Montgomery. After a brief presentation of the origin, development and feature of Chinese paper-cutting, the participants started learning to cut DIY paper-cutting works. They were so passionately engrossed in their jobs that pieces of colourful paper turned into vivid paper-cutting images. The scheduled one-hour-and-half activity prolonged to more than two hours, with participants longing for more.

Form March 2015, CIT Montgomery Campus started monthly culture events at Lowders Library, the topics of which included costumes, cuisines and festivals. Many people were attracted to the events. Anne and Katrina are sisters and are fascinated with Chinese culture because they visited many places in China a couple of years ago. They had an active part in each event, showing their keen interest in every topic. Julia Jenkins, the head librarian, has offered tremendous support to us.

Magnificent Chinese culture is burgeoning in Montgomery community with more and more people anticipating their visit in China.